
5/6/12 (2) 00:36 Blood Pressure
Diuretic drains necessary minerals
Total Biology - masculine pressure in territory; more pressure
to succeed
After 1 week on the Drops, felt good and really energized
After 3 weeks on the Drops, less spikes of high blood pressure.
Only 3 spikes over 4 weeks.
Has many mercury fillings; will pull out heavy metals
Difference in skin. Person demonstrating skin care product
raved about her skin and asked her what she was doing.

16:38
How long will it take to have improvement.
Have muscle twitches, achy, detox symptoms.
When Magnesium Makes Me Worse blog
Magnesium is detoxifying.
Many have a no pain, no gain attitude.
Epsom salt baths will help.

19:50 Experimenting with sodium bicarbonate
No need to do this.
In the past was a treatment for allergies.
Misuse of Sodium Bicarbonate causes electrolyte imbalances.

He reviewed cases and Sodium Bicarbonate didn't work.
Trying to force change.

23:53 Dr. Galena/Dr. Robert O. Young
Full Body Scan
Largest fibroid decreased 1% in a week
Everything else is clear.
Husband has several small things. 
Suggests therapeutic doses of Magnesium for calcium dissolution
Talk to Dr. Galena for her suggestions.
Coffee enemas might help.
In Total Biology the liver is where we hold grudges.
Do you think pH thing is important to pursue?
I know Galena works with pH doctor. 142 oz green juice every day.
Take RNA drops to get alkaline if you need this.
Trust your body to figure this out.

35:04 What are the Rewrites?
Bob talks about Revelations Revealed.
Went through Revelations and had discussion group.
Rewrites of post-graduate analysis of group on Revelations.

38:55 Skin eruptions on my legs, forming scabs. Skin is softer overall.
On my mouth.

Did you have skin things happening as a kid?

Feeling worse after 12 days on 1 capful of ReMag

drfitt.com for prostate cancer and other cancer treatment reports

Focus on engaging iON.
howionic.com catalogue

Should I order ReAline?

If you put your mind out of the picture, say, "I'm ok, I'm back there."



This, too, will pass.
Shifting whole body, creating new cells. Old cells and poisons have
to get out.

they are open.
It will pass. Oatmeal baths will sooth your skin.
If there's something I'm worried about, will the RNA Drops
manifest that? Only if you say the words.
The body thinks, "I  guess she wants that."
Thoughts don't do much. Rules is how we organize our realities.
If you have rules about your body, that's why we are encouraged
that we have bodies that are perfect and operating.
My body is fantastic and it's working amazingly well….
Rules can be words you say to people. It's part of your identity.
The words are the tell.
Money flows freely and easily to me.
Rules are our social identity - we state our identity through rule-
making.
Rules are tied in with your morality/moral position, too.
Cannot get rid of the rule making part of your mind; just overlay
with new statements.

48:16 Stress and anxiety effecting my stomach. Hormones?
Bloating. Uncomfortable in my skin.
Always had stomach problems.
That's a big topic. I'd use magnesium for sure.
Sounds like Irritable Bowel Syndrome - yeast overgrowth and
a lack of magnesium.

52:15
53:55 Health Freedom Expo in Chicago

Food Panel, RNA Drops talk, Death by Modern Medicine Survival
Kit

Use Aveeno Oatmeal baths. Magnesium might irritate it some, if
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